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Fenwick's in Newcastle is well 
known for its stunning window 
display. Each year it has 
something different to offer. 
Sometimes it displays the Nativity 
scene but this year the window 
contained Santa Claus sitting at 
his desk and reading all of his 
Christmas letters. It also showed 
the elves making all of the toys 
and the reindeer  in their stables.

The New Years Eve Winter 
Carnival provides an epic 
finale to the Winter Festival 
and indeed, in 2010, 
Newcastle’s majestic ice 
queen returned to lead the 
parade, accompanied by a 
collection of bright and 
brilliant characters.
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Earl Grey
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Charles Grey was born 
at Fallodon on the 13th

Of March 1764.His 
Father, General 
Charles Grey, was one 
of Britain’s most 
important military  
commanders. He soon 
earned the titles 
Viscount Howick and 
Earl Grey, after being 
educated at 
Winchester and Kings 
college, Cambridge. 
Once he reached the 
age of 22 years old he 
became a member of 
parliament for 
Northumberland. Earl 
Charles Grey died on 
the 17th July,1845.

Earl Grey stands on a 
gigantic column  of 41 
metres. Below it’s base 
lies a Victorian glass 
time capsule containing 
the original plans for the 
monument, some gold 
and silver coins and 
medals donated by the 
mayor John Fenwick.



Northumberland Street
Northumberland Street is one of the most famous streets in 

Newcastle.
From 1972 to 1980 Newcastle seemed to be all holes and for some 

time road diversions. People were treated to some strange 
views and the whole city seemed like a massive building site. In 
1977 the Newcastle Metro, an underground transport system,  
was being built. Northumberland street is the most expensive 
location in the UK ,outside of London, to own a shop. The 
street runs from the Haymarket and the civic centre in the north 
towards Earl Greys monument at the south. 
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St.James Park
St James’ Park is the oldest football stadium in the North East, the 

first match played as early as 1880. The ground has been the home 
of three clubs; Newcastle Rangers, Newcastle West End and 
Newcastle East End who moved to the stadium, in the summer of 
1892 shortly before changing their name to Newcastle United 
football club. The Stadium is situated on a small hill overlooking 
the fantastic city. St.James’ Park is very close to the city's Old 
execution gallows, the last hanging taking place in 1844, less than 
40 years before football was first played in the vicinity. 
Newcastle United have many great players such as Andy Carroll, 
Kevin Nolan and Alan Shearer who sadly retired. The Famous 
Newcastle United motto: HOWAY THE LADS! And the Famous song 
the players walk out to, Local Hero.
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Eldon Square Eldon Square is in 
Newcastle. Eldon 
Square is a shopping 
centre which has over 
100 shops in it. Eldon 
Square was officially 
opened in 1977 and is 
the largest UK city 
centre shopping 
complex. Above 
where the Clarks shoe 
shop is a massive 
clock hangs to 
remember the visit of 
Her Majesty, the 
Queen.   
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